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Part 1
Interdisciplinarity in the 21st Century
• Before the 20C, academic disciplines were built on the ideal case scenario. To
perceive the underlying essence of something, was necessary to simplify by
ignoring what seemed like irrelevant complexities.
• But in the late 20C interdisciplinarity began to look at reality, not ideal case
scenarios.
• In 21C, these seemingly ‘irrelevant’ complexities are at the centre of our vision…
because that’s the reality we’re dealing with. We don’t live in an ideal world…

Interdisciplinarity & Entanglement
• In reality, everything effects everything else. Reality is one big ENTANGLED or
loop. There are no holes in this loop, no loopholes.
• Still, some simplification is still necessary. But choosing what to leave in and
leave out is very subjective and political.
• Leaving something important out, creating an illegitimate loophole, is a problem
and someone always suffers.

Interdisciplinarity & Entanglement
• Economists left environment out… Ecologists left people out…
• Mining, agricultural, construction and oil companies left both environment
and people out.
• Men leave women out, majorities leave minorities out…

• someone always gets hurt.

Interdisciplinarity & Entanglement
• Political power is to a large extent about what we leave in and what we
leave out in the stories we create, tell, hear, believe and act by.

Interdisciplinarity, Entanglement & Blowback
• Entanglement  things you leave out can come back to bite you = BLOWBACK.
• BLOWBACK IS WHEN THE CONSEQUENCE OF HURTFUL CONSEQUENCES FOR
OTHERS, IS GETTING HURT YOURSELF.
• 21C blowback became a real problem. e.g. global warming, sexual harassment
(@metoo), overexploiting environment, extreme inequality, cyber crime…
• Droughts and floods, economic refugee crises, accountability (@metoo, war
crimes, Facebook, Oxfam…)…

Interdisciplinarity, Entanglement & Blowback
• Therefore, to avoid blowback, the 21C demands a much higher level of

INTEGRATION, OF INCLUSIVITY, RESPONSIBILITY, HONESTY, ACCOUNTABILITY,
TRANSPARENCY
… the whole truth - leave NOTHING important out.
• Politically Correct

Interdisciplinarity, Entanglement & Blowback
• 21C blowback has changed the rules of the game, raising the TRUTH
THRESHOLD for stories we tell and live by.

• But in practice, too much at stake for people to always respect 21C truth
threshold. POWER itself is at stake, STORIES HOLD POWER AND ARE HOTLY
CONTESTED.
• Nevertheless, blowback has raised the truth bar: just follow the entanglement
loop, leave nothing important out  discover the loophole – mistakes,
omissions, liars and cheats will be exposed.

This Higher Truth Bar Is Driven By Blowback From A Few Main
Human Entanglements 1
• Social Justice - Truth Entanglement DEMOCRATIC FREEDOMS and SOCIAL
JUSTICE are impossible without TRUTH.
• Human – Nature Entanglement FOSSIL FUELS, ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
and CLIMATE all tightly entangled  global warming and environmental damage
blowback.
• Human – Technology Entanglement : Transparency, accountability, cooperation,
good governance, etc. - everything we need for freedoms, justice and survival,
depends on FREE AND SECURE FLOW OF INFORMATION and PROSOCIAL use of
technology.

This Higher Truth Bar Is Driven By Blowback From A Few Main
Human Entanglements 2

• Mind-Brain Entanglement: “You are your brain”, so brain development matters.
• Nature-Nurture Entanglement: Brain development is the outcome of Gene x
Environment entanglement.
• Behaviour-Social Ecology Entanglement: Human economic, sexual and
reproductive behaviour all tightly entangled with socioeconomic environment.

Entanglements must be respected…

• All these entanglements and blowback  can all hurt people on a big scale.

• No longer room for error. These and the other entanglements must be respected
but there is no guarantee.
• Truth, power, democracy, justice are being hotly contested…
- through stories that respect truth and stories that don’t. -

Stories of Truth and Hope: Freedom Evolves

• Democracy, Slavery, Colonialism, Apartheid…
• Human Rights, Women’s Rights, Child Rights, Animal Rights…
• Ordinary people are more powerful than ever before. Have smartphone 
activist, journalist; have flash drive  expose corruption and abuse.

Stories of Truth and Hope: Freedom Evolves

• 21C entanglement  harder to hide  loopholes closing  BLOWBACK
• e.g. war crimes, corruption, environmental crimes, sex crimes, cybercrimes (Facebook, Russia), gun control crimes…

Summary of Part 1: Radical Ideology or Radical Reality?
• Humans are not the centre of the universe, merely part of one big entangled
loop, more powerful and more uncompromising than ourselves.
• 21C Blowback radically raises the truth bar. Social and natural realities set strict
limits on ideological indulgence.
• Entanglement means we need to align all our values and systems in ways that
respect multiple mutually entangled forces, or we will be crushed by them. All
our stories must reflect this.
• There is no room for error, no time to waste. Every mistake is being punished.
The punishments will only become more and more severe.

Overview Part 2
20C Developmental Neuroscience

• 20C Developmental Neuroscience discovered profound new Nature-Nurture
or Epigenetic entanglements about brain development.

• These entanglements were very deliberately crafted into a very compelling
story used to highlight the fundamental importance of brain development in
first 2-3 years of life.
• 20C Developmental Neuroscience has been very successfully leveraged to
make unprecedented contributions to child wellbeing.

20C Epignetic Entanglements
• Mind-Brain Entanglement: “You are your brain”
• Brain development matters!
• Gene expression determines brain development.
• Environment (and nothing else) determines gene expression
• Epigenetics  always Nature and Nurture. Genes can do nothing alone, genes
are entirely passive, need to be actively switched on/off by environment.
• Nature-Nurture Entanglement: genes and environment are part of one

loop. We are answerable to this one loop.

EPIGENETICS (three-fold breakthrough)

• Epigenetics - can follow every step in the Nature-Nurture loop – NO
LOOPHOLES!
• Early life environment has IRREVERSIBLE LONG-TERM EFFECTS on brain
architecture
• Most important early environment = PARENTING ENVIRONMENT (psychologists
said so 70 years ago)

Story-time (meaning-making)

Buffering = warm, sensitive, supportive parenting*

* “Parenting” = all close caregivers, especially primary caregiver(s).
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Toxic Stress undermines top-down brain architecture
• In earliest pre-school years (birth - ~2 years):

• Strong buffering assists cortex to regulate sub-cortical stress response
 epigenetic loop  strong top-down architecture  strong
executive function (strong WM, planning skills, self-regulation, impulse
control, etc.).
• Weak buffering  cortex cannot regulate  exaggerated, prolonged
sub-cortical stress response  epigenetic loop  weaker top-down
architecture  poor executive function…

It’s not the poverty…
• Exaggerated, prolonged sub-cortical Fight-Flight-Freeze stress response =

TOXIC STRESS
• Poverty associated with weaker buffering :
• e.g. maternal depression, domestic violence, lack of parental supervision,
paternal absence, child maltreatment, inadequate housing, clothing, cold,
hunger, etc. …

• Poverty  weak parental buffering  TOXIC STRESS  weak top-down brain
architecture  weak executive function  poor long-term child outcomes.

It’s not the poverty…
It’s the
parenting. We
can fix that.

• Poverty  weak parental buffering  TOXIC STRESS  weak topdown brain architecture  weak executive function  poor longterm child outcomes.

Story-telling/meaning-making doesn’t just happen!
• Toxic Stress narrative = very powerful tool to leverage the science to highlight
crucial importance of earliest years, unifying stakeholders to shift policy and
direct resources to earliest years.
• The Toxic Stress narrative did not just appear on its own. It was a very deliberate
meaning-making process… a vision that became a reality because people made it
happen…
• Visionary leadership, decades of hard work, fundraising, organisation…National
Scientific Council Developing Child… Harvard Center for the Developing Child…
• Wide dissemination, ongoing messaging…

A Normative Narrative and a Deficit Narrative
• Toxic Stress = Normative narrative, i.e. makes value judgments
• Warm, sensitive, nurturing parenting = good

• Toxic stress  weak top-down brain architecture  cognitive deficits = bad
• Might well agree with these normative judgments and might welcome their
compelling policy implications, but must understand they are not entirely
scientifically justified…
• It’s not the whole story (i) based on very limited evidence…, (ii) IMPORTANT
THINGS HAVE BEEN LEFT OUT!
• And this leaves things open to very different meanings…

A Normative Narrative and a Deficit Narrative
• Gene x Environment Interactions
• Life-history Strategy Theory

Gene-Environment Interactions

Life-history Strategy Theory
Favourable
• Slow growth
• Late menarche
• Late first pregnancy
• Few children
• High ‘quality’ offspring
• Low risk-taking
• High future planning, investment

Adverse
• Fast growth
• Early menarche
• Early first pregnancy
• Many children
• Lower ‘quality’ offspring
• High risk-taking
• Low future planning, investment

Overview of Part 3
21C Developmental Neuroscience
• Can we build on the success of the toxic stress narrative to leverage
further contributions to child wellbeing?

Yes, but only if we raise the truth bar:
• Include critical things left out.
• Close a critical loophole.

Must Include Other Entanglements Previously Left Out
• Human – Nature Entanglement Nature kicks back – Climate (drought, storms,
heat waves, worse…), Environmental damage - water shortages, crop failures,
tourism, unsustainable fishing, pollution (plastic, mercury), air, groundwater
(fracking)… all kicking back.
• Human-Technology Entanglement Credible info = basic requirement for
democracy. Real danger of major disruptions by spreading false or manipulative
info: e.g. Electoral manipulation. Danger of hacking infrastructure : airports, NHS,
nuclear power stations, power grids, nuclear weapons…

Mind-Brain and Nature-Nurture Entanglements
are Scientific Revolutions
• Few realise in midst of a scientific revolution of HISTORIC PROPORTIONS:

• Mind-Brain Revolution: You really are your brain! NOTHING HAPPENS IN
YOUR MIND THAT DOES NOT COME FROM YOUR BRAIN!

• Nature-Nurture Revolution: Nature (genes) and Nurture (environment)
entangled in a closed loop that exhaustively accounts for your brain development
(and ongoing brain function) and therefore for your mind  cognition, emotion,
behaviour (including social behaviour)  for who you are.

Mind-Brain and Nature-Nurture Entanglements
are Scientific Revolutions

THERE ARE NO OTHER INFLUENCES INVOLVED.
NO LOOPHOLES, SO NOTHING IMPORTANT IN NATURE OR NURTURE SHOULD BE
LEFT OUT.
OTHERWISE SOMEONE WILL GET HURT.

How will someone get hurt?
• Here’s how neuroscientists in North America have put it:

“Ultimately, we will need to contend with the reality that neural
development, function and health are defined by social and
economic influences, and that the success of interventions that
ignore such forces will be seriously limited.”
(Cameron et al. 2005)

Something big is going on, on the scale of the Copernican / Darwinian
/ Einstein revolutions. Something we must take very seriously.

How will someone get hurt?
• Here’s how epigeneticists in North America have put it:

• Thus, understanding the epigenetic consequences of social exposures
stands not only to revolutionize medicine but also to transform social
sciences and humanities as well… allowing a truly integrated
understanding of human health and behavior.
McGowan and Szyf (2010)
The epigenetics of social adversity in early life
Neurobiology of Disease 39: 66–72.

So what? Others are saying same thing…
• We know social injustice and economic inequity are the underlying problems
limiting child development.
• These principles drive all SDGs.
• Is this not serious acknowledgement and commitment?

• No! We need to take this even more seriously, much more seriously and much
more urgently.

• Why? Because there still are big loopholes and omissions causing people to get
hurt.

What has been left out?
• How will someone get hurt? From neuroscience perspective, one major
loophole goes like this:
Loss of developmental potential traps poor children in poverty.
Interventions that alleviate loss of developmental potential will improve
health and educational outcomes. This will ultimately enable these children
to work themselves out of poverty.
• This is what I call the “Children are the future of society” story (meaningmaking).

For example, on the Harvard Center Website, it looks like this
“Decades of research have illuminated many of the causes and correlations of negative
outcomes for children who grow up facing adversity. When it comes to solutions, however, the
early childhood field has produced only modest impacts.”
“How can we build better programs that achieve greater outcomes for more young children and
their families?”
“Our IDEAS Impact FrameworkTM is a rigorous design process for developing, testing, deploying,
and iterating programs:
•
•
•
•
•

Innovate to solve unmet challenges.
Develop a usable program with a clear and precise theory of change.
Evaluate the theory of change to determine what works for whom and why.
Adapt in rapid-cycle iterations.
Scale promising programs.”

And spreads like this: “The Center promotes innovation in Brazil, Canada, and Mexico, as well
as across a broader international platform.”

Another example is from New York University

Global Ties for Children: Transforming Intervention Effectiveness
at Scale

We bring New York University’s global scholarship, resources and networks
to bear in working with governments towards a common goal: improving child
and youth development at scale through science-based innovations in
programs and policies.

What’s wrong with the “Children are the future of society” story?
• Brain-Mind and Nature-Nurture entanglements tell us outcomes depend on
environment, nothing else is involved.
• To reach ‘full’ potential, children need adequate safety, food, shelter, clothing,
buffering, healthcare, education, etc. YES
• Interventions providing these  executive function capabilities  lead and
keep children out of poverty? YES
• But by providing these things (i.e. to the extent required to achieve these
outcomes), you’ll already have taken them out of poverty.

• Taking children out of poverty first is what I call the “Society is the future of
children story”. (meaning-making)

Utterly Seriously?
• When there is adequate investment, we don’t talk about innovation,
interventions, research, scaling… We simply talk about adequate services.
• Children with services adequate for ensuring good outcomes:
• don’t get innovative educational interventions, they go to school.
• don’t get innovative nutritional interventions, they eat 3 healthy meals a day.
• don’t get innovative health interventions, they go to the clinic/doctor.
• Human development economists tell us to reap early benefits we must invest
throughout development. So they get all this from 0-22 years old.

Utterly Seriously?
• Preparing your child for school: uniform?, shoes?, jersey?, lunch?, sports today?,
(“yes of course I’ll be there to watch you”)?,… safety at new friend’s house after
school?, (“yes, I spoke to her mom and the other moms too”)?… These and a zillion
other big and small things parents, teachers, others… do for children, day in day out,
are what build strong top-down brains... No innovation/intervention can replace
this, ever! (as all the evidence attests).
• “There are no silver bullets”… “We know what works”. In other words, we would
not recognise children who get quality of services commensurate with quality
outcomes as children living in poverty
• Of course, providing adequate services at scale is a challenge, BUT SCALE-UP IS
NOT A SCIENTIFIC PROBLEM, IT’S A SOCIAL-POLITICAL PROBLEM. A POWER
problem.” And Power hinges a lot around stories, around meaning-making…

Compare Stories…

•
•
•
•
•

“Children are the future of society”
Innovate to solve unmet challenges…,
Science-based innovations…
Develop a usable program [intervention]…
Evaluate
Adapt
Scale

“Society is the future of children”
Ultimately, we will need to contend with the reality that neural development,
function and health are defined by social and economic influences, and that the
success of interventions that ignore such forces will be seriously limited.

• If we are serious, we can’t have it both ways: We can’t think and behave as if
“children are the future of society” AND simultaneously think and behave as if
“society is the future of children”.
• That ambiguity provides a loophole for not engaging in a fully integrated
fashion – bravely, honestly, creatively, effectively, radically (see below) - with
the truth:
For children living in poverty, poverty is their future.
• We should not lie to them or lie to ourselves that this is not so.
For children to have a better future, we need to change their present, not just
their parents (buffering).

Utterly Seriously?
• This ambiguity, loophole is everywhere… in the top research journals, top
global health journals, high level policy documents, ECD funder websites and
brochures, … it’s always there.
• As long as it’s there, we can continue saying to children:

“Sorry, you know it’s not actually the poverty, it’s the parenting (and teaching…),
So we’re going to conduct some innovative, neurosciencey, ID-TD, iterative
intervention research on you and your mom (and your teacher…), followed by
some scale-up research… for the answers, just check Lancet in 5-10 years time.”
• This simply does not satisfy the 21C truth threshold!

Behavioural Ecology Entanglement (currently omitted)
Very strong reasons why the “children are the future of society” theory of change is
untenable:
• Only warm, sensitive, nurturing parenting = good
• Toxic stress  weak top-down brain architecture  only cognitive deficits = bad

X
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Toxic Stress is Adaptive
• Impoverished communities facing extreme adversity are not going extinct.
• They grow faster than more affluent communities.
• They must be doing something right.
• Toxic? Weak brain architecture? Loss of developmental potential? Deficits?
• Strengths?

Closing Points
• Urgency: “Ultimately…” is now!
• Why this is not just radical ideology.
• What can we do about it?

Utterly Urgently?
• We are not taking the “Society is the future of children” story utterly seriously if
we are taking it utterly urgently.
• Obviously, we cannot leave it to the next generation to save themselves. Even if
the “Children are the future of society story true (it’s not) too late. Someone,
somewhere has to finally take this seriously. We’re the last generation who can
do something before a real major Anthropocene catastrophe hits:
African children’s bodies are already washing up on Europe’s shores… famine,
water scarcity, disease epidemics, wars, etc. are all only going to worsen if we don’t
act NOW.

Utterly Urgently?
“Ultimately, we will need to contend with the reality that neural
development, function and health are defined by social and economic
influences, and that the success of interventions that ignore such forces
will be seriously limited.”
(Cameron et al. 2005)

Ultimately is now! We’ve reached ultimately, we’re there. We cannot put it off
any longer, we must now ‘contend’.

Radical Ideology?
• Isn’t this all just a radical ideological stance?
• 20C ‘Nature-Nurture Debate’ was dominated 90% by ideology and 10% by science…
this allowed for innumerable loopholes. In 21C it’s opposite: 90% science, 10%
ideology
• If this is a radical stance it’s NOT because of ideology, it’s because reality is

radical, entanglement is radical, blowback is radical - humans are not
the centre of the universe. The universe, natural and social, is kicking
back! (>1bn African children to be born in the next 30 years. 11bn or
9bn by 2070)
• Being in the midst of the kind of scientific revolution that happens once every 200300 years is radical. Let’s realise this and deal with it.

What can we do?
• 21C is a radical time, a revolutionary moment in history when radically good
and radically bad things can happen. We must awaken to this moment and to
this reality.
• 21C entanglement provides an entirely unprecedented scientific basis from
which to push back against prevailing hegemonic stories short on truth.
• Come on Africa, let’s talk about it. Create our own meaning-making projects
and stories about what’s happening around us.
• If we don’t create our own stories, others will create them for us (are already
creating them for us).

What can we do?
• There is no such thing as the “field of ECD” from whence “solutions” can come.
• There is only one integrated, entangled, complex, messy field where stories of love,
hope and hate compete for the hearts, bodies, brains and minds of children,
women and men.
• If pathways forward are not evident, we need to create them. Toxic Stress narrative
didn’t just happen.
• 2030 is around the corner. Are we going to be telling the same ambiguous, loopholey, 20C neurosciencey stories, which are not even our own stories, in 10 years
time?

2030

2050

2070

RMM Narratives
Family
Socioeconomic

2018

9bn
7bn

+1.2bn African
children

11bn

I hope not

“Who tells stories rules the world.”
Native American Proverb

